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Abstract  

Background: Diabetes is a pro-inflammatory condition.  
Chronic inflammation plays an important role in the progres-
sion of diabetic complications. High glucose levels induce  

the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-a ,  
IL-1 (3 , and IL-6 in patients with both type 1 and type 2 diabetes  

leading to multiorgan failure. Cardiovascular disease (CVD)  

is recognized as the major cause of morbidity and mortality  

among diabetic patients. Oxidative stress is a key risk factor  
contributing to the development and progression of CVDs.  

Zinc protects the cell from oxidation damage by free radicals.  
Zinc also act as anti- inflammatory.  

Aim of Study:  It was to evaluate the recent echocardio-
graphic modalities in detection of silent left ventricular  
dysfunction in children with type 1 diabetes mellitus, assess  
the potential role of oxidative stress inflammatory cytokines,  
apoptosis and fibrosis in diabetic cardiac insult and to inves-
tigate the possible protective role of zinc supplement on  
diabetic left ventricle (LV) in type 1 diabetic children and  

adolescents.  

Patients and Methods:  The study was carried out on fifty  
patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus who were diagnosed  
and followed-up in Endocrinology Unit and endocrinology  

outpatient clinic, Pediatric Department, Tanta University  
Hospital. Subdivided into: Twenty-five patients who received  
insulin treatment only and twenty-five patients who received  
insulin and oral zinc supplementation according to their  

Dietary Recommended Intakes (DRI) (7.5-15mg/d) for 6  
months. Also on twenty-five apparently healthy children with  
matched age and sex who served as a control group. All  
studied children were subjected to detailed history taking,  

complete physical examination, measurement of level of IL-
6 before and after zinc supplementation also Echocardiography  
(conventional, tissue Doppler and Speckling Tracking Tech-
nique) before and after zinc supplementation.  

Results:  There was statistical significance between the 2  
diabetic groups and the controls according to level of inter-
leukin 6 which was markedly elevated in the diabetic patients  
than the controls. There was statistically significance between  
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the 2 diabetic groups and the controls according to the param-
eters detected by Tissue Doppler as E/A ratio and MPI (myo-
cardial performance index) which showed subclinical systolic  

and diastolic impairment in the diabetic patients than the  
controls. There was statistically significance between the 2  
diabetic groups and the controls according to the parameters  
detected by speckle tracking as 2DS (2 dimensional strain)  
which show subclinical systolic impairment in the diabetic  
patients than the controls. There was no statistical significance  

between the 2 diabetic groups and the controls according to  

the parameters detected by Tissue Doppler as ejection fraction  
and mitral annulus systolic velocity. There was no statistically  
significant difference between the diabetic patients who  
received oral zinc supplementation for 6 months and the  
controls according to level of interleukin 6. This shows the  

effect of zinc supplementation as anti-inflammatory. There  

was no statistically significant difference between the diabetic  
patients who received oral zinc supplementation for 6 months  
according to the parameter detected by Tissue Doppler and  

speckle tracking (E/A ratio, MPI, 2DS) which show marked  
improvement in the systolic and diastolic function of the  
diabetic patient after zinc supplementation.  

Conclusion:  There is evidence of increase level of serum  
interleukin 6 in patients with type 1 DM. Also evidence of  
subclinical systolic and diastolic dysfunction in asymptomatic  
diabetic patients assessed by two-dimensional speckle tracking  
echocardiography and Tissue Doppler. Oral Zinc supplemen-
tation has a significant beneficial effect in patients with type  
1 DM due to the anti-inflammatory and cardio-protective  

effect of the Zinc.  
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Introduction  

DIABETES  is a proinflammatory condition and  
chronic inflammation plays an important role in  
the progression of diabetic complications. Hyper-
glycemia has been implicated as a major contributor  
in several diabetes complications. As high glucose  
levels induce the release of proinflammatory cy-
tokines, including TNF-a , IL-1 (3 , and IL-6, in  
patients with both type 1 and type 2 diabetes [1] .  
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The chronic and systematic influence of hyper-
glycemia, hyperlipidemia, activation of inflamma-
tory cytokines, and concomitant metabolic changes  
in DM brings damage to multiorgan systems. The  
consequence of multiorgan injuries is the initiation  

of various diabetic complications, including the  

eyes, kidneys, blood vessels, nerves, and heart.  

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is recognized as the  

major cause of morbidity and mortality among  
diabetic patients [2] .  

Type 1 diabetes increases the risk of cardiovas-
cular disease by more than 10 times, relative to  

general population. The spectrum of diabetic heart  

disease involves progresses from normal heart to  

preclinical left ventricular diastolic dysfunction  
followed by overt echo evidence of LV dysfunction  
and finally symptomatic heart failure [3] .  

Adequate monitoring of the control is very  

important to document that metabolic disturbance  

is no longer in action and to make the occurrence  
of diabetic complications a remote possibility [4] .  

So many studies were done for control of the  

disease and progression of complication. In our  
study we evaluated the role of zinc which is an  
essential micronutrient that is involved in the  

regulation of the innate and adaptive immune  
responses with its effect as antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory on the diabetic children. Also, eval-
uating the preventive effect of Zn supplementation  
on diabetes-induced injury to the diabetic heart  

[5] .  

Aim of the work:  

It was to evaluate the recent echocardiographic  

modalities in detection of silent left ventricular  
dysfunction in children with type 1 diabetes mel-
litus, assess the potential role of oxidative stress  

inflammatory cytokines, apoptosis and fibrosis in  

diabetic cardiac insult and to investigate the pos-
sible protective role of zinc supplement on diabetic  

left ventricle (LV) in type 1 diabetic children and  

adolescents.  

Patients and Methods  

The case control study was conducted on 75  
children between (5-18 years) who were classified  

into: 50 patients (Group I) with type 1 diabetes  

mellitus and 25 healthy controls (Group II).  

Patients (Group I) included 50 patients suffering  

from type 1 diabetes mellitus who were diagnosed  

and followed-up in Endocrinology Unit and endo-
crinology outpatient clinic of Pediatric Department  

of Tanta University Hospitals from April 2017 
May 2018. Subdivided into:  
- Group Ia: Twenty-five patients who received  

insulin treatment only.  

- Group Ib: Twenty-five patients who received  
insulin and oral zinc supplementation according  

to their Dietary Recommended Intakes (DRI)  

(7.5- 15mg/d) for 3 months with pre and post  
assessment by Echo and measurement of serum  

IL6.  

Exclusion criteria:  Children with congenital  
heart diseases, acquired cardiac diseases, other  

systemic diseases, metabolic or genetic diseases.  

All the studied patients were subjected to the  

following:  Full history taking, clinical examination,  

routine investigations (complete blood count, c-
reactive protein, Blood glucose level, Glycosylated  
Haemoglobin), Plasma level of IL-6 were deter-
mined before and after treatment and Echocardio-
graphic Examination which included M-mode  
measurements, Transthoracic 2DE Examination,  

Tissue Doppler Examination including (systolic  
and diastolic mitral and tricuspid annulus velocities  
and Myocardial Performance Index) and Speckle  
Tracking Technique including (left Ventricular  

Longitudinal Systolic Strain Analysis and AutoEF  

for LV systolic function).  

Statistical presentation and analysis of the  
present study was conducted using the mean, stand-
ard deviation, student t-test, Chi-square, F-test  
(ANOVA), Pearson coefficient, Spearman coeffi-
cient, Paired t-test by IBM SPSS software package  
version 20 with p<0.05 means significance.  

Results  

This study was carried out upon 50 diabetic  
patients with type 1 DM and 25 non diabetic control  
cases, both patients and control were cross matched  
for age and sex. Table (1) show that regarding  

demographic and anthropometric data of the Stud-
ied Patients. There was no statistically significant  

difference throughout the study between the studied  

groups as regard age, height, weight and body  
mass index.  

Table (3) demonstrated that the mean level of  

IL6 was significantly higher in both diabetic groups  

than the controls before receiving oral zinc supple-
mentation. Also demonstrated that patient who  

received oral zinc supplementation showed signif-
icant lowering in mean level of IL6 than those who  
didn’t receive oral zinc supplementation.  
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Table (1): Descriptive data of diabetic children and controls.  

Groups  ANOVA  

Diabetic children who  
received oral zinc  

(n=25)  

Diabetic children who  
didn’t receive oral zinc  

(n=25)  

Controls  
(n=25)  

F  p-value  

Age (years):  
Range  5-13  5-14  5-13  0.295  0.745  
Mean ±  SD  7.960±2.835  8.200±2.483  8.520±2.417  

Weight (kg):  
Range  17-52  16-55  16-50  0.125  0.883  
Mean ±  SD  28.360± 11.870  29.120± 10.252  29.880± 10.039  

Height (cm):  
Range  105-156  107-155  106-155  0.442  0.644  
Mean ±  SD  125.200± 16.763  127.840± 13.870  129.120± 14.298  

Body mass index (%):  
Range  14-21  14-22  14-29  0.976  0.382  
Mean ±  SD  16.920±2.040  17.120±2.333  17.880±3.180  

Table (2): Demonstrate that the mean FBS, 2HPP and HbA1c were significantly higher in both diabetic groups than the controls.  

Groups  ANOVA  TUKEY’S Test  

Diabetic children  
who received  

oral zinc (n=25)  

Diabetic children  
who didn’t receive  

oral zinc (n=25)  

Controls  
(n=25)  

F  p-value  I&II  I&III  II&III  

Fasting blood sugar  
(mg/dl):  

Range  130-180  135-160  75-95  549.593  <0.001 *  0.371  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  140.000±5.951  142.600±7.921  86.200±6.33 8  

2hour post prandial  
(mg/dl):  

Range  210-300  215-255  120-155  402.465  <0.001 *  0.712  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  238.400± 18.012  235.200± 13.029  137.000± 11.180  

HbA1 c (%):  
Range  7-10  7-9  3-4  352.433  <0.001 *  0.974  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  8.200±0.866  8.160±0.688  3.960±0.200  

*Significant p-value ≤0.05. FBG: Fasting blood glucose. 2HPP: 2 hours post prandia.  

Table (3): Serum level of IL6 in patients and control basal and after 6 month.  

Inerleukin 6  
(pg/ml)  

Groups  ANOVA  TUKEY’S Test  

Diabetic children  
who received  

oral zinc (n=25)  

Diabetic children  
Controls  

who didn’t receive  (n=25)  oral zinc (n=25)  
F  p-value  I&II  I&III  II&III  

Basal (at the start of  
the study):  

Range  15-70  15-60  5-15  53.695  <0.001 *  0.989  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  39.040± 16.159  39.520± 12.794  8.800±2.799  

After 6 months:  

Range  5-20  15-65  5-15  98.798  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  0.403  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  12.000±3.719  40.360± 14.402  8.800±2.799  

Differences:  
Mean ±  SD  27.040± 15.496  –0.840±2.656  

Paired test:  
p-value  <0.001*  0.127  

Significant p-value <0.001*.  
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Groups  ANOVA  TUKEY’S Test  

Diabetic patients that  
received insulin oral  

zinc (n=25)  

Diabetic patients who  
didn’t receive oral zinc  

(n=25)  

Controls  
(n=25)  F  p-value  I&II  I&III  II&III  

Before zinc:  
Range  0.4-1.1  0.3-0.8  0.3-0.5  18.446  <0.001 *  0.071  <0.001 *  0.001*  
Mean ±  SD  0.620±0.163  0.532±0.160  0.384±0.075  

After zinc:  
Range  0.3-0.6  0.4-1.1  0.3-0.5  60.681  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  0.948  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  0.372±0.094  0.744±0.202  0.384±0.075  

Differences:  
Mean ±  SD  0.248±0.153  –0.212±0.117  

Paired test:  
p-value  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  

MPI: Myocardial performance index.  

Table (7) demonstrated that the MPI was  
significantly higher in both studied groups  
than the controls before receiving oral zinc  
supplementation. Also MPI was significantly  
lower in patient who received zinc (after 6  
months) than those who didn’t receive zinc.  

The same group who received zinc for 6  
months showed no significant difference with  
the controls. While MPI was significantly low-
er in patients who didn’t receive zinc supple-
mentation than the controls after 6 months of  
follow-up.  

Table (8): Comparison between diabetic children and control as regard LSS (Longitudinal Systolic Strain) measured by 2D  
STE.  
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Table (7): Comparison between diabetic children and control as regard Myocardial Performance Index (MPI) measured by  

Tissue Doppler Imaging (T.D.I.).  

2DS  

Groups  ANOVA  TUKEY’S Test  

Diabetic patients who  
received oral  
zinc (n=25)  

Diabetic patients who  
didn’t receive oral  

zinc (n=25)  

Controls  
(n=25)  F  p-value  I&II  I&III  II&III  

Basal:  
Range  –25 - –13  –27 - –13  –28 - –19  15.479  <0.001 *  0.373  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  –18.360±2.644  –19.480±3.549  –22.800±2.500  

After 6 month:  
Range  –26 - –16  –24 - –12  –28 - –19  28.700  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  0.071  <0.001 *  
Mean ±  SD  –20.920±2.871  –16.600±3.452  –22.800±2.500  

Differences:  
Mean ±  SD  2.560±2.501  –2.880± 1.878  

Paired test:  
p-value  <0.001 *  <0.001 *  

2DS: 2 dimensional strain.  

Table (8) demonstrated that 2DS was signifi-
cantly lower in both studied groups than the controls  

before receiving oral zinc supplementation Also  
2DS was significantly higher in patient who re-
ceived zinc (after 6 months) than those who didn’t  
receive zinc. The same group who received zinc  
for 6 months showed no significant difference with  
the controls. While 2DS was significantly lower  
in patients who didn’t receive zinc supplementation  
than the controls after 6 months of follow-up.  

Discussion  

The present study was done to evaluate the role  
of zinc as antioxidant and anti-inflammatory on  
the diabetic children. Also to evaluate the preventive  

effect of Zn supplementation on diabetes-induced  
injury to the diabetic heart.  

In the present study, the serum level of IL-6  
was significantly higher in both studied groups  
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than the controls before receiving oral zinc supple-
mentation.  

Mirza et al., [6]  determined the association  
between diabetes and inflammation in clinically  
diagnosed diabetes patients and showed that that  

diabetes as whole was strongly associated with  
elevated levels of IL-6.  

Also Navarro-González et al., [7]  suggested that  
inflammatory parameters, including inflammatory  
cytokines, are strong predictors of the development  

of diabetes. The main cytokines involved in the  

pathogenesis of diabetes are IL-1, TNF- a , and IL-
6. In addition this study in recent years have shown  

that inflammation, and more specifically inflam-
matory cytokines, are determinant in the develop-
ment of microvascular diabetic complications.  

This was in concordance with Devaraj et al.,  
[8]  who evaluated systemic and cellular biomarkers  

of inflammation in type 1 diabetic patients with  

microvascular complications (T1DM-MV patients)  
and type 1 diabetic patients without microvascular  

complications (T1DM patients) compared with  

matched controls and revealed that the level of IL6  

was significantly higher in type 1 diabetic subjects  
with versus without microvascular complications  
[8] .  

In our study we evaluated the effect of zinc on  

inflammatory cytokines in the diabetic children  
and so assessment of level of IL6 was done after  

6 months in the both diabetic groups and in the  

controls.  

We found that serum level of IL-6 was signifi-
cantly lower in patient who received zinc (after 6  

months) than those who didn’t receive zinc. The  
same group who received zinc for 6 months showed  
no significant difference with the controls. While  
IL-6 was significantly higher in patients who didn’t  
receive zinc supplementation than the controls  
after 6 months of follow-up.  

In our study, we found that oral zinc supple-
mentation for 6 months lowers level of interleukin  

6 as showed in results in comparison to patients  
who didn’t receive zinc and controls.  

This was in agreement with Bao et al., [9]  who  
studied the effect of zinc on elderly subjects who  
received oral zinc supplementation and showed  
that zinc supplementation markedly decrease the  
level of IL6.  

A study on 10 Brazilians patients with T2DM  
was done to evaluate the effect of diet rich in zinc  

on T2DM patients. Lais et al., [10]  reported that  

level of plasma IL6 tend to decrease after zinc  

supplementation but not to a significant level. This  

may be due to short duration of study which was  
for 1 week and also was done for patients with  
T2DM.  

On the contrary, Foster et al., [11]  found that  
there is no significant effect of zinc supplementation  

were observed on inflammatory markers concen-
tration including IL6 in 48 postmenopausal women  
with type 2 DM but the study was done on old age  

group with different dose of oral zinc supplemen-
tation.  

Cardiovascular disease is the major complica-
tion of diabetes, accounting for 50% of all diabetes  

mortality [12] .  

This is not only due to coronary artery disease  
and associated hypertension, but also to the direct  
adverse effect of diabetes on the heart, irrespective  

of other cardiovascular risk factors, called diabetic  

cardiomyopathy [13] . Our study was done to eval-
uate the asymptomatic cardiac insult in the diabetic  

patients and to study the role of zinc as a cardio-
protective element.  

There was no statistically significant difference  

as regard to EF (ejection fraction) that was evalu-
ated by Tissue Doppler between both groups and  

the controls. This was in agreement with Nakai et  
al. [14] . Also there was no statistically significant  
difference as regard S (Mitral Annulus Systolic  
Velocity) between both groups more and the con-
trols in the start of the study and 6 months latter.  

After assessment of E/A ratio by Tissue Doppler,  

we found that the E/A ratio was significantly lower  
in both studied groups than the controls before  

receiving oral zinc supplementation. This showed  
that there was impairment in E/A ratio in the dia-
betic groups than the controls which showed sub-
clinical impaired diastolic function in the diabetic  

patients.  

This was in agreement with Pattoneri et al. [15]  
who studied group of diabetic patients with normal  

blood pressure without coronary artery disease to  

evaluate and predict early subclinical diastolic and  

systolic dysfunction. All subjects underwent two-
dimensional and Doppler echocardiogram. The  

diastolic function, evaluated as the mean of E/A  

ratios in the diabetic patients was significantly  

different when were compared to normal subjects,  

although within the normal range [15] .  

Also this was in agreement with Ernande et al.  
[16]  who studied group of T2DM patients with  
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controlled blood pressure and with no overt heart  
disease. The study showed that diastolic parameters  

were altered in patients compared with controls  

with lower E/A ratios.  

Also the present study showed that the E/A  
ratio was significantly higher in patient who re-
ceived zinc (after 6 months) than those who didn`t  

receive zinc. The same group who received zinc  
for 6 months shows no significant difference with  
the control. While E/A ratio was significantly lower  

in patients who didn`t receive zinc supplementation  
than the controls after 6 months of follow-up. We  
found that there was marked improvement accord-
ing to E/A ratio in the diabetic patients after oral  

zinc supplementation with improvement in the  
diastolic function.  

After assessment of MPI (Myocardial Perform-
ance Index) by tissue Doppler, we found that the  
MPI was significantly higher in both studied groups  

than the controls before receiving oral zinc supple-
mentation. This showed that MPI is higher in the  
diabetic groups than the control which showed  

subclinical impaired diastolic and systolic functions  

in the diabetic patients.  

This was in concordance with Pattoneri et al.  

[15]  who found that myocardial performance index  
(MPI) was significantly higher in diabetic patients  
independently of the hypertension occurrence,  

compared to the controls.  

Thus, an early involvement of left ventricular  
performance was shown by myocardial perform-
ance index in patients with type 2 diabetes. These  
abnormalities can provide a feasible approach to  

detect a pre-clinical diabetic cardiomyopathy and  

could be useful for an indirect assessment of the  
metabolic control.  

The present study showed that MPI (myocardial  

performance index) was significantly lower in  
patient who received zinc (after 6 months) more  

than those who didn’t receive zinc. The same group  
who received zinc for 6 months showed no signif-
icant difference with the controls. While MPI was  

significantly lower in patients who didn’t receive  
zinc supplementation more than the controls after  

6 months of follow-up.  

The study showed that there was marked im-
provement according to MPI in the diabetic patients  

after oral zinc supplementation with improvement  
in the systolic and diastolic function.  

According to the parameters taken by Speckle  

tracking imaging as 2DS (2 dimensional strain):  

2DS was significantly lower in both studied  

groups than the controls before receiving oral zinc  

supplementation. This showed impairment of the  

longitudinal function as assessed by 2D-global  

longitudinal strain in the diabetic groups than the  

control. This may be explained as the subendocar-
dial myocardial fibers which are more vulnerable  
to early manifestation of ischemia and left ven-
tricular (LV) systolic dysfunction stand longitudi-
nally [17] .  

This is confirmed by Ringle et al. [18]  performed  
echo (Conventional, 2D and 3D- speckle tracking  
echocardiography) on Sixty-six asymptomatic type  
1 diabetic patients with no cardiovascular risk  
factors were compared to 26 matched healthy  

controls to assess the long-term evolution of left  
ventricular (LV) function.  

The study done by Ringle et al. [18]  showed  
that diabetic patients had impaired longitudinal  

function, as assessed by 2D-global longitudinal  
strain (GLS). At follow-up, diabetic patients had  
worsened longitudinal function compared to base-
line. Global circumferential (GCS) and radial  

(GRS) strains were unchanged at baseline and  
during follow-up [18] .  

Nakai et al. [14]  also have similar study on a  
group of diabetic patient. This study shows that  
Longitudinal Strain was significantly reduced in  
diabetic patients compared with age-matched con-
trol subjects.  

Ernande et al. [16]  showed that 2D longitudinal  
and radial functions of each LV segment are im-
paired in diabetic participants [16] , also Ng et al.,  
[19]  found that only 2D longitudinal deformation  
was reduced in diabetic patients, whereas circum-
ferential and radial strain were preserved.  

The present study showed that 2DS was signif-
icantly higher in patient who received zinc (after  

6 months) than those who didn’t receive zinc. The  
same group who received zinc for 6 months shows  
no significant difference with the controls. While  
2DS was significantly lower in patients who didn’t  

receive zinc supplementation than the controls  
after 6 months of follow-up.  

The study showed that there was marked im-
provement of the longitudinal function assessed  
by 2DS in the diabetic patients after oral zinc  
supplementation.  

In our study there was a significant subclinical  

impairment in the systolic and diastolic function  
in the diabetic groups compared to the controls  
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demonstrated by early affection of MPI and de-
crease of E/A ratio detected by tissue Doppler and  

impairment of the longitudinal function as assessed  

by 2D-global longitudinal strain.  

In this study we aimed to evaluate the role of  

zinc as anti-inflammatory and cardio-protective  

and found that there was significant improvement  
in the diabetic groups who received oral zinc  

supplementation in relation to the other diabetic  

group who didn’t receive zinc and the controls.  
This was demonstrated b the significant decrease  

of the level of IL6, also marked improvement of  

the echo parameters as MPI and E/A ratio assessed  

by tissue Doppler and also marked improvement  

of the the longitudinal function as assessed by 2D-
global longitudinal strain.  

Lu  et al. [20]  had a similar result, using a rat  
model of diabetic cardiomyopathy experimentally  

induced by high fat diet and STZ administration,  
this study demonstrated that Zn supplementation  
was sufficient to protect against diabetic cardio-
myopathy as Zn supplementation had limited effects  

against diastolic dysfunction in rats with diabeties  

also by reducing oxidative stress in cardiac tissue.  

Wang et al. [21]  had a study showed that zinc  
supplementation can protect against diabetic car-
diomyopathy through cardiac MT induction in  
experimental diabetic rat models.  

Several studies have shown that Zn supplemen-
tation has potential antioxidant as well as cardio-
protective effects and promotes healthy lipid profile  

[22,23] .  

Conclusion:  
There is evidence of increase level of serum  

interleukin 6 in patients with type 1 DM. There is  
evidence of subclinical systolic and diastolic dys-
function in asymptomatic diabetic patients assessed  
by two-dimensional speckle tracking echocardiog-
raphy and Tissue Doppler. Oral Zinc supplementa-
tion has a significant beneficial effect in patients  

with type 1 DM due to the anti-inflammatory and  

cardio-protective effect of the Zinc.  
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